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Nathaniel Bronner: Welcome to Brothers of the Word, because brother, you 

need the word.  And today, I want to talk with you from the 

subject of weathering the storms of life.  And storms are simply 

a part and a portion of life and just as it is in nature, I don’t care 

where you live, there is absolutely no way to avoid storms.  But 

storms will come and the difference between when storms come, 

whether you survive or whether you perish, the difference often 

is if you know how to even weather the storm. 

 

 Our scripture today comes from Isaiah 43, 2 would simply says, 

“When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee; and 

through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee: when thou 

walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned; neither shall 

the flame kindle upon thee.” 
 

 God is saying, He says “when you go through the water, I’ll be 

with you.  And when you go through the river, it won’t over flow 

-- it won’t drown you.  And when you walk through the fire, you 

won’t be burned neither shall the fire just stay on you and burn 

you up.” God says, you are going to go through somebody’s stuff, 

He said, “when you”.  See God did not say “if though”, He said 

when.  You all say when.  So, you see most of this stuff is not a 

question of if, it’s just a question of when. 

 

 Whether you are going through a storm and that is not a 

question of if, that is a question of when.  But God says, “when 

you go through the water, when you go through the river, when 

you go through the fire, I’m going to be there with you.  It is not 

going to drown you; it’s not going to burn you up.”  In other 

words, God said, even though you are going to go through it, you 

are going to be all right.”  Turn to the person next to you and tell 

them, “you are going to be all right.” 
 

 And that’s the part of understanding weathering the storm.  

Now in the match or in the spiritual corresponds very closely 

with the natural.  In the natural, there are fundamentally four 

different elemental forces of storms.  And these elemental forces, 

they are the same four that the ancients believe that all matter 

consisted of it.  They believe that everything in the universe was 

primarily composed of these four things.  Three of them you 

know from a famous singing group called Earth, Wind & Fire.  

Well, Earth Wind & Fire took their name from the first three of 

these four elements and the fourth of these elements is the 

element of water and virtually, all of the natural storms on 
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earth, they can be traced to its source as one of these four 

elements that the ancients believe that everything was made of. 

 

 Basically, they believe that the storms were made out of the 

same stuff in the peaceful times were made out of.  And I can 

tell you this, it’s the same maker because God makes 

everything.  That’s why if you look on your insurance policy, it 

will insure you for everything but it sometimes it will have a 

excluding acts of God.  Acts of God is a tornado, it is something -

- acts of God is something that comes in the form of a natural 

storm and even the insurance companies, even the statistical 

actuaries.  Even they recognize there were something that God 

is just -- they never said, acts of the devil. 

 

 They got sense enough to know that the devil does not have 

control over most of this stuff truly, God is in control of 

everything.  And what He said in Isaiah 43, 2, “even though 

storms will come, you are going to be all right.”  And see, those 

four basic elemental forces of the ancients believe that all things 

consisted and were composed of, they still correspond to the 

same basic four areas in our lives that we have storms that 

come. 

 

 The first is earth.  And we are made -- our bodies are made from 

the dust of the earth.  We are dust.  From dust thou art to dust 

return.  We are nothing but -- and even chemically, if you took 

all the water out, all we are -- we’re just a powder of dust.  So, 

the first area that storms will come in, it’s the area of just this 

physical flesh.  How many of you all have had some aches and 

some pains and some creeks and some cracks just as it is. 

 

00:05:06 

 

 You know, it’s just in the physical earth and we can have a 

tremendous storm just in the Earth but when we just have an 

earthquake, it --.  There are even some diseases that are 

characterized that nothing but just the earth shaken.  When you 

get hurt Parkinson, you have a continual unstoppable 

earthquake and all you can do is just shake all day long and see 

when you started getting that stuff, when you got a real 

earthquake, you got a problem. 

 

 So, the first storm that occurs and even occurs in the area of the 

Earth, in the area of our body and then wind.  Wind in the Bible, 
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actually. the word spirit is new one.  So, the word when it said, 

“God breathed into man the breath of life, the spirit, the new 

man.  That’s why even our breathing is called respiration, 

respiration.  So, the word spirit means air.  It means breath 

itself.  And the other area that we have storms in, is that pray 

over, so many of the prayer request in Mountain Wings.  One of 

the major areas is the area of depression. 

 

  And often times, you notice that even meteorologist, they 

forecast the weather and they can tell you a storm is coming 

because you have a low-pressure area.  When the spirit gets 

lower, storm is coming and sometimes you can -- sometimes 

when you just feel there is something about to happen -- when 

your spirit gets low, when depression comes and we deal with so 

much depression and that’s why they sell so many drugs, over 

the counter and buy prescription.  You see it is not really the 

illegal drugs that folk use most of all to fight, but they use the 

legal stuff.  The legal stuff is way more utilized trying to lift up a 

depressed spirit. 

 

 And sometimes, I get prayer request and people said, “They’re 

just depressed” and they don’t even know why they are 

depressed.  They say, “Everything in my life is going well, but 

I’m just depressed.”  I get so many teenagers who write in and 

they’re on the verge of suicide.  Young, vibrant.  All the life, all 

ahead of them but they’re in a low-pressure zone and the storm 

is about to come. 

 

 Fire.  Fire actually represents the area of our material stuffs 

that which is consumed to give us warmth and heat and the 

natural fire is represented by life.  In our lives, fire is equivalent 

to our finance and we can have some serious storms that can 

occur when our finances undergo attack. and when our finances 

are interrupted.  So, we have earthquake and then, wind, 

tornadoes, and hurricanes and then the fire that has to do with 

lightning and messing with our moneys and then water. 

 

 Water in the natural symbolizes relationship.  Because, see we 

are born in water.  We spend the first nine months of our lives 

encased in water connected to our mother and even still after we 

are born, often times for the rest of our life, our closest 

attachment is still to mom.  I still talk to my mom.  I’m sharing 

these things.  And I think my mother talks to me more than -- 

there’s still an attachment of that nine months encased in the 
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water.  So, even when the water breaks in, even when the cord is 

cut, there is still a relationship that son and mama can even feel 

when something is wrong with child. 

 

 And they’ve even done experiments scientifically verifies where 

they took rabbits and they took the mama rabbit and they would 

take the baby rabbits off and they would hold mama rabbit up to 

all of these electricals and took baby rabbit miles away and they 

would kill the rabbit and as they kill the babies one by one, 

mama react.  There is an elemental connection that occurs that 

begins in water.  And it is there. 

 

 And even was the man and the woman when they marry, blood 

is still 90 something percent water.  It’s mostly water.  And so, 

marriage, you see marriage is not consummated until the sex 

act.  You know your marriage is a no if you handle sex, you all 

understand that?  It is, that is a ground for annulment and an 

annulment legally means they never meet the act. 

 

00:10:02 

 

 So, basically, what the law even says, the law says, if you don’t 
get it on, you ain’t even got it on.  That’s basically what even the 

law says but yet, under God’s perfection, when a man and a 

woman come together and married, there is a breaking of the 

hymen.  There is a shedding of blood and even water is shared 

between the two.  So, water is a symbolism of our relationships 

in life. 

 

 And I just want to give you a few principles.  Seven Principles of 

Weathering the Storms of Life.  Principle number one is Heed 

the Warning Signs.  Very rarely do storms occur without some 

kind of warning.  You hear a rumble often in the distance.  

There was a change in the pressure in the air and you can go 

and say, “I feel and it feels like -- pour down”.  That very rare 

does a storm come without warning in the match.  You see birds 

flying off.  That’s why even Jesus said, “You can read the signs 

of the sky but you can’t read --“ It came from the sailors who 

would say, “Red sky in the morning, sailors take warning, red 

sky at night sailors delight.” 
 

They knew that if the sky was red in the morning, it was 

indicative of a storm coming.  If the sky was red at night, it was 

indicative that the seas will be calm.  They can understand the 
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signs dealing with the weather. So, storms as a general rule of 

forecast -- and you have warning signs.  It’s the same way in 

every one of those areas in your life.  There is no such thing as a 

sudden heart attack.  You have been had some headaches --  

there’s some this stuff going on.  You stand up real quick, you 

get dizzy.  It’s some warning signs, pressure through the roof.  

It’ some warning signs. 

 

You go up for flight of steps.  It’s some warning signs.  That stuff 

is never said.  There’s some stuff going on and it’s the body even 

trying to telling you that if you don’t change, course of storm is 

coming. Turn to the person next to you, “heed the warning 

signs”.  Virtually, every storm is proceeded by a warning sign.  

Even spirit, they are warning signs, when your spirit is getting 

out of track.  You can tell it.   

 

Sometimes, when you’re married, a wife can -- I see you coming.  

It didn’t mention you go off (00:13:03).  It’s a warning sign! They 

can tell when you walk in the door. They can sometimes -- I just 

have to wait that man walking some wrong with.  You 

understand what I’m a saying?  It’s a warning sign! 

 

I see successful marriages.  They are able to reconcile. -- but if 

she wear her hair on this side, don’t you fool her.  You 

understand.  They know the signs.  They are able to fool 

successful couples and that’s even one of the keys even the 

psychologist that successful couples -- they are able to speak in 

an unspoken language.  They can read the signs of their mate. 

 

Virtually, all of the storms in life, they come with warning signs.  

You don’t just wake up one morning, find yourself all deep in 

debt, you can’t pay your bill.  That’s stuff begins you notice one 

month, your credit card builds, got a lot.  Next month is a little 

higher.  You know the stuff what I’m saying?  That’s not all of a 

sudden, you just wake up and all your money gone. That’s stuff, 

it is -- the warnings and you all say, “heed the warning.”  So, it 

is that way and all of the areas of our lives. Health, spirit, 

money, and relationship, there are warning signs and when 

there are signs of a storm, heed the warning signs.  

 

Second thing is this, you have to determine what kind of storm 

it is.  Now, when I say that there’s most rid of storms, as far as 

your life is concerned, there are storms fit into two basic 

categories and it takes real discernment to understand which 
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category it fits in.  External storms and internal storms.  See, 

there are some storms that are external to you.  All the stuff 

that’s happening is really have nothing to do with you.  It’ 
external. 

 

00:15:00 

There are external storms and then there are internal storms 

that have extra manifestations.  You have to be able to discern 

the difference.  If the practice that you‘ve been working at for 20 

years, all of a sudden goes bankrupt and shuts down.  You have 

no job, that is an external storm but you did have some warning. 

You understand? You did have warning.  That, because the 

signs, even when that starts are happening, but that is an 

external storm.  

 

If you have 10 jobs in five years, that’s an internal storm.  We 

have to be careful not to put internal storms off on external 

things.  Every boss I’ve had, the boss just hasn’t been fair.  

Every boss I get, they always don’t like me for some reason.  I 

just have a problem getting bad bosses. That’s you. You have to 

understand and see one of the ways that you can recognize the 

difference between a external storms and an internal storm is 

pattern.  

 

Anytime something has been repeating itself over and over in 

your life is not external.  It looks like it’s external.  On fellow 

(00:16:20) all of the women in this city is just bad.  Every one of 

them is just bad.  I said, “I don’t know about that.”  I say, “If 
you’ve been having that many issues with everyone.”  I said, 

“You need to go look on the other side” because if the thing is 

having a constant repetitious pattern, it is an internal storm, 

not an external storm. 

 

An internal storms are much harder to recognize because no one 

wants to see themselves.  Everybody like, “That’s you.”  That’s a 

lowdown sorry-- but no one wants to really do he real self-

examination and look in the mirror-- No one wants to do that.  

The internal storms are much more difficult to diagnose because 

we really don’t want see the disease because it’s us and there are 

much more difficult to treat because we have to administer some 

painful surgery on us and it’s just hard to do. 

 

When Abraham have to circumcise himself, did you know that’s 

some rough stuff?  And sometimes, having the word with us is 
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some rough stuff, but you’ve got to be able to recognize what 

type of storm.  Whether it is external or whether if it is internal 

third thing.  You’ve got to have supplies stored up for a storm. 

Storms are part of the cycle of nature and every one of those 

areas you’ve got to have supplies stored up when the storms 

hits.  Even in the area of your body, you go through some things 

when everybody around you are sick, just sick and you need 

some help and immune resistance stored up because that stuff 

will hit your body and you can feel that it’s trying to take you 

down but you have some stuff.  Now, see if you’re tired and you 

haven’t had any rest, haven’t been eating right, haven’t been 

exercise and hit, it takes you right on down. 

 

You have to have stored up for everything when thing hit your 

spirit, you haven’t praying it off.  Ain’t no time you start praying 

in it.  You need to start praying, but let me tell you, it’s hard to 

start praying.  You haven’t had been into church, had not been 

in or haven’t read your Bible in the last two to three years, then 

some hit and then you try to run and get the Bible.  Nothing 

stored up.  You have to have supplies stored up for a storm. 

 

If you’ve got a car, you know it’s going to breakdown, you know 

it’s going to break down, just no two ways about.  You know, it’s 

going to break down.  If you have anything, if you have a house, 

and those stuff don’t have, stock and still happen, and your 

stuff, still happen.  So, if in your financial area, if you have 

nothing stored up and still happen, you know stuff going to 

happen, you know it’s going to happen.  So, if you have not taken 

the time and you’ve not stored up some and you know stuff is 

going to have, you just wait on the storm.  So, when the storm 

hits, when your car breaks down, you spend in every dime, every 

penny you’ve got when your car breaks down, you have not-- 

you’ve got a storm. 

 

The same thing is true with the relationship and even 

psychologist, they show how relationships-- basically they even 

put positive or negative in the relationship bank.  You come 

home, you heard, “Baby, you sure looking good today.”  That’s 

positive.  You come home, “Why didn’t you get my dinner 

ready?”  That’s negative.  So, you’ve got positive and negative.  

And see, if you’ve got a whole lot of positive stuff stored, even 

when something happens, even when friction happens as it 

always will, and some stored in the bank, and you’re not 

running on empty.  And any time, you’re running on empty in 
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any of those areas, you’re running very dangerously close to 

being toppled over and top side by storm. 

 

00:20:07 

 

 Fourth thing is this, you got to have your house well-built.  You 

got to have your house a well-built.  You got to -- when we 

travel, we went to the Islands and it was right after a tropical 

storm come through and then the Islands, they don’t build 

things super soft because it’s tropical but they have a lot of 

strong storms -- it blown everything to pieces.  You’ve got to 

have your house well-built because the storm will come. 

 

 And if you have a solid house, you know I get the best sleep in 

the world when it is just storming outside, thunder and 

lightning, wind blow -- you know just storming outside and I 

sleep so good but my house is not.  You know you have a 

problem is you start hearing those roof creaking and stuffs in 

the wall going to leave, you can’t sleep.  Because you don’t know 

when your house is going to fall over. 

 

 But if your house -- and see I have house made out of stucco and 

I used to think stucco was bad on top.  I was talking with the 

contract.  He said, “no, let me show you this.”  He went outside 

and put in electrical outlet out and showed me.  He said, “You 

see that big stuff there?”  Yes, he said that’s concrete.  He said 

the reason stucco got a bad name.  He said, “A lot of builders 

used baked stuff where they just spray on”.  And the spray on 

stucco is like plastic.  It just like almost (00:21:30) board. 

 

 So, if some heavy come and hit that stuff, it collapses ever made.  

If your house made out of concrete, this thing is like a bunker.  

So, when a storm hit, I can flee.  You have to have your house 

well-built in all of those areas and if your house is strong, it can 

stand.  That’s why Jesus said, Did the parable of a man who 

built his house on the sand and then the man who built his 

house on the solid ground.  And when the storm came, the house 

on the sand could not stand. 

 

 Number 5, you have to know which direction to go with.  

Different types of storms will cause you to go in different 

directions.  If you have a water storm, a flood, you got to go up to 

higher ground.  If you have something that’s heed in your spirit, 

take the high road.  Go up the higher ground, don’t take the low 
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road.  When you have a spiritual issue, take the higher road.  If 

you have a tornado coming, you got to get down, you go down in 

the basement, you go down underneath.  You don’t go up high 

with a tornado coming.  So, it depends on what kind of storm 

you are dealing with. 

 

 Sometime you go up, sometimes you go down.  If you have a fire 

or earthquake, you get out.  And you got to know which direction 

to go in and there are some -- “well, Pasto you mean to tell me 

spiritually, you go down?”  No, you don’t go down but sometimes, 

you have to deal with some stuff on a lower level if you all 

understand what I mean.  Sometimes, with some business 

decisions, I’ve had people who were stealing from the company.  

Once I find out all about it, I have to get rid of. 

 

 Now, the higher rope would have been to give them two or three 

more chances to keep stealing.  I have to get rid of them.  And I 

understand that you know that money is not really important, it 

is a material thing, it is nothing but -- you know I understand all 

that but I had to get rid of them, but if I want them to stay in 

this but they are stealing, you know what I’m saying?  So, that 

was a lower rope.  So, sometimes, you got to know whether to 

take go up, to go down or to get out.  If you have an earthquake 

or fire, you got to get out.  I don’t care what your house is made 

of, you need to get out.  And there are some situations where you 

have to understand you need to get out of the situation. 

 

 Number 6, you got to listen to the broadcast about the storm 

from someone who knows more about it than you do.  That’s why 

you tune to the weather channel and you tune to the emergency 

broadcast to seek because they got -- if you can tune to what God 

is saying about the storm.  He can see the whole picture and He 

can give you some directions on which way to go and what to do. 

 

 Last thing is you need to walk with the rainmaker.  See, when 

you walk with the rainmaker, you don’t worry about the storm.  

I see -- I know God controls the weather.  I used to have little 

red Corvette T Tops and because people would steal the T Tops, 

I like that open air.  I will leave it at home and I was about way 

across town and I saw a storm, “Oh Lord”  I’m thinking, I said, 

“Lord, hold up that storm”  I got (00:24:39) got my garage door, 

the bottom fell out, but I was walking with God. 
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 Now, I had a friend.  You all said, Pastor had friend.  He had a 

little red Corvette too.  He was over a woman’s house one night 

where he shouldn’t have been, storm came up.  Had his T Tops 

off.  It was at home.  He was over the woman’s house.  He 

couldn’t tell God to hold up the storm because somebody 

(00:25:02) has been. 

 

00:25:05 

 

 You understand?  So, when you walk with God, you have a right 

to ask God, hold up the storm because I’m walking with you.  

And God will be with you through the water, through the river, 

through the fire.  You won’t drown and you won’t burn up.  As 

long as you walk with God, you will weather the storm.  Jesus 

says, “If God maketh it to rain upon the just and the unjust” but 

He gives just the umbrella. 

 

 Amen, amen and amen.  And you can walk in the rain without 

worry and without fear.  And your spirit will stay up (00:25:53) 

and you never go to that depressed state as long as you walk and 

as long as you can see and know in sense the master’s presence.  

He will lead you and guide you, protect you, and shelter you 

even in the midst of the storm. 

 

 I thank you for joining us today.  You can hear this sermon 

again, simply go to AirJesus.com.  This is sermon number 5293, 

“How to Weather the Storm.”  You can email it to a friend 

absolutely free at airjesus.com sermon number 5293.  We thank 

you for joining us today at Brothers of the Word, because 

brother, you need the word.  Amen, amen, amen. 

 

00:26:49 
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